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ABSTRACT
Planning a New Product Development (NPD) process has an evolving nature. It is repeatedly updated during the development due to changes in requirements, technology, product concept, or testing results that drive product design modification and require changes in the plan. The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is utilized to generate a process plan that is based on the product knowledge. The translation of the DSM-based plan to a DSM net process scheme requires implementation rules. Such translation is not unique and there are implementation choices we define as business rules. This paper presents the implementation rules used for dynamic changes in the plan. The application of these rules conforms to a correctness criteria based on the soundness criteria used in Petri nets for process scheme verification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
New Product Development (NPD) processes are a subclass of Product development processes (PDP). They are unique, highly complex and dynamic, and iterative. They dynamically evolve due to product related changes, market requirements, technology, and conceptual changes due to test results; as well as organizational related changes such as resources and time constraints. Consequently, the scope of work needed for developing a new product cannot be fully defined nor could be a-priori planned [1]. Process modeling has various aspects including process planning in terms of the activities content, process execution in terms of process correctness, and process targets in terms of measured project properties.

The commonly used project planning techniques of GANTT and PERT charts are suited for processes that can be modeled by directed acyclic graphs (DAG). The iterative nature of PDP processes disqualifies the use of the above techniques for their planning. The scheduling literature related to process planning addresses the need to satisfy project targets such as minimum time, resources, or other objective functions [2]. However, these methods typically do not address process iterations or dynamic process planning.

In our research, the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) [3] is utilized to capture product knowledge, including activities interdependencies and process iterations (feedback loops). The DSM plan is translated to a DSM net [4]. The product knowledge evolves in the NPD process; thus, knowledge capturing, DSM-based planning, and translation to a DSM net should be dynamically updated. The translation of DSM-based plan to a process scheme is not unique; yet it should be explicit and correct [5]. The translating rules of a static plan were described in [6] and are detailed in section 2.4. In order to use the translated process scheme model for simulating PDP processes with changing plans (due to changes in the product knowledge), the translation should be explicitly defined using run time implementation rules. These rules are described in the current article in section 3. Simulations can be further utilized for choosing the most appropriate implementation option, defined as Business Rules (BR), for the various business cases.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews briefly the main concepts related to process modeling that are used in this paper.

2.1 Design Structure Matrix (DSM)
The DSM is a square matrix used to signify the dependency of one element on another, typically by using off-diagonal entries (representing linkages). When modeling processes, a marking in the lower
diagonal portion represents a precedent activity relationship. Parallel or concurrent activities have no relation linkages. A marking in the upper diagonal portion denotes iteration (a feedback link to an upstream activity). Markings vary, indicating link existence (Binary DSM), magnitude (Value), or probability. In our study, we use probability DSM to denote the probability that a change in the design of item A would cause a change in the design of item B. Typical DSM-based reordering algorithms try to minimize the number of iterations; thus, feedback marks in an ordered DSM identify a loop of coupled activities [7], [8]. Reordering of coupled activities within a loop requires additional reordering algorithms [4], [9]. Coupled activities were defined as a Design Block (DB) [10]. The probabilities of the input links, output links, and all internal links are united. The integrated probabilities of the internal link become the probability of Self-iteration [6]. The expectation of minimum iteration marks to yield optimal processes in terms of total time and robustness to activity duration variations [3], [7], [11] is an appealing planning heuristic. However, counter examples [12], [13] contradicted this by demonstrating that shortest process time was achieved with more iterations than minimal. The resulting assertion was that simulation results should be used for DSM-based reordering (i.e., process planning).

2.2 Process verification
While the DSM can represent iterations, it does not represent any information regarding the linkages logic and required interpretation. A detailed review of DSM-based plan interpretations to processes is presented in [5], indicating that the translation of DSM-based plan to a process scheme is not unique; yet, it should be explicit and correct. The correctness criteria for NPD processes with dynamically changing process schemes are [6]:

1. As a regular project, NDP should have a defined start and a defined end (termination state).
2. From the currently given state, the process should be able to reach the termination state of the current process scheme.
3. Reaching the termination state (outcome of executing the End activity) should imply:
   a. all the design activities (and all their iterations) have completed; and
   b. each design activity has been performed at least once.
4. The process should be traceable.
5. Despite the iterative nature of the process, which enables infinite loops, the process should be enforced to complete in a finite time.

Requirements 1 is applied in the definition of Workflow (WF)-nets. Requirements 2, and 3(a), echo the soundness criteria used in [14] to define the required properties of a WF-net. Requirement 2 is a modification of the original criterion; in the WF-net literature, the requirement is to reach the termination state from any state that is reachable from the start state. The requirement in [14] applies to a static process scheme; while in the current work, requirement 2 applies to dynamic changes of the process scheme. This requirement indicates that a change of the process scheme at a current process state should be such that it allows the process to terminate. The implications of the requirement are: (a) that the process analysis should apply to the current state (not for every possible state); and (b) the analysis can be done for each of the process schemes that are applicable to the current state using a quasi-static process scheme. Requirement 3(b) is unique to design processes. Requirement 4 implies the difference between following a static process scheme and a dynamic process scheme, which leads to the difference between the planned process (current or C-process) and the runtime process (RT-process). Requirement 5 implies simulation constraints that should follow reality.

2.3 DSM nets
The DSM net was presented in [4] as a process modeling method. It was proved equivalent to a special case of Petri net, the WRI-WF-net (Well-handled with Regular Iterations Workflow net). The WRI-WF-net is sound by construction [15], i.e., in such implementation there are no problematic process issues (e.g., no deadlocks). The build process of WRI-WF-nets ensures the soundness property during net expansion (i.e., replacing an activity in a WRI-WF-net by a subnet that is also a WRI-WF-net). Thus, the DSM net provides a validated expandable modeling method that can model dynamically expanding processes with dynamically changing plans, for serial and parallel logic (and their
combinations). A DSM net has Design Activities (representing the activity of designing a product item), and Logic Activities (that represent the implementation of process logic).

Design activities may have self-iterations (e.g., the checker did not approve the design, or it failed in testing), which are typically not addressed in the DSM literature and were presented in [16]. The DSM net (that might change in time) represents the Current process scheme, i.e., the potential options that are applicable and aligned with the current process state. A runtime (RT) process scheme represent the process history and the current process state (i.e., if an activity has iterated, it will appear twice in the RT process) [17].

2.4 Implementation rules

The following implementation rules for translating a static DSM structure to a process scheme were defined in [6]. First, we define the logic activities: Begin, End, Input logic (IL), and Output logic (OL). The following Implementation Rules (IR) apply:

(IR1): Logic activity duration is zero and by definition, it does not have self-iterations.

(IR2): Design activity has one forward input link (from IL) and one forward output link (to OL).

(IR3): Logic activities may have multiple input links or multiple output links, but at least one forward input link and one forward output link; with two exceptions: Begin has no input links, and End has no output links.

The following Implementation Rules for parallel independent activities were introduced in [5] as a procedure to handle multiple parallel initiation and parallel termination of multiple paths simulation.

(IR4): The logic of Begin activity is Split-And.

(IR5): The logic of End activity is Join-And.

(IR6): If an activity has no previous source (input link), it should be linked from the Begin activity.

(IR7): If an activity has no target (out link), it should be linked to the End activity.

Forward links and feedback (iteration) links may have distinct logic operands; the following basic Implementation Rules are defined for both IL and OL.

(IR8): Forward links to design activities (lower DSM) have AND logic, on first iteration.

(IR9): Forward link to the End activity, have XOR (Exclusive OR) logic with the other links.

(IR10): Feedback (iteration) links have OR logic.

Serial activities in a design process might be the result of standardization [18], e.g., the design of a standard part A may influence the design of B, but changes in the design of B will not affect the design of A (otherwise A is not standard). The interpretation of a forward link in case of iterations is not unique. If activity A iterates, can B start in parallel, or should it wait until A completes all its iterations. The interpretation may be one of the following Business Rule options.

(IR11): Output logic options: sending completion signal(s) to subsequent serial design activities may follow one of the following BRs:

(BR11.1): Sending only once the activity has completed all its iterations.

(BR11.2): Sending once the activity has completed its first execution (i.e., early start of next activity); yet, sending a signal to End activity can be done only once all iterations have completed (i.e., IR9).

In the latter case (BR11.2), there might be iterations of the previous activity A that are executed in parallel to activity B. The implementation of this case requires additional rules, which are useful for other parallel cases as well. Such possibility was not studied in the existing literature.

(IR12): Output logic: signal to End Activity. Second (or subsequent) execution of an activity (e.g., A) may send signal to End Activity, while the following serial activities (e.g., B) have started execution.

(BR12.1): On the second (or subsequent) execution, the activity must be followed by its next serial activities.

(BR12.2): On the second (or subsequent) execution of the activity, the next activities may follow, or the End activity may follow (not both, subject to IR9).

Allowing early start option (BR11.2) leads to Run Time options (IR13). These options can be viewed only in the Run Time process scheme.

(IR13): Iterations of the same activity cannot occur in parallel:

(BR13.1): While the activity is executing, input link signals are directed to this activity (i.e., to its input Logic activity).

(BR13.2): While the activity is executing, input link signals are directed to the next iteration of the activity, (next iteration cannot start until current iteration has completed).
The coupled activities case may have serialization requirements (e.g., testing activity should serially follow design activities).

**(IR14):** Coupled activity execution start:

- **(BR14.1)** (serialization): coupled activity may start after its previous activity (according to DSM) has completed at least once.
- **(BR14.2)** (parallel): coupled activity may start in parallel to all the other activities in the same activity loop.

In the case of coupled activities, the options described in IR12, are respectively replaced by the options of IR15.

**(IR15):** Sending signal on second (or later) completion of a coupled design activity is done according to one of the following BRs:

- **(BR15.1):** A coupled design activity should link to the next activity on its completion.
- **(BR15.2):** A coupled design activity may link to the End activity on its completion.

### 2.5 Formulating the rules

The following logic formulations (comparing DSM interpretations) were defined in [5]:

- **Logic indication:** Split (⇒) for Output logic; Join (⇐) for Input logic.
- **Logic operations:** + (OR); • (AND); ⊕ (XOR, Exclusive-Or).

The short form of multi-variable logic operations: Multiple-Or \( \Sigma(A_i) = A_1 + A_2 + \cdots + A_n \); Multiple-And \( \Pi(A_i) = A_1 \cdot A_2 \cdot \cdots \cdot A_n \); and Multiple-Xor \( \ominus(A_i) = A_1 \oplus A_2 \oplus \cdots \oplus A_n \), where \( A_i \) represents a link signal, which can be a forward link \( F_i \) or Iteration (feedback) link \( I_i \). Using the above symbols, the following formulation was presented for the implementation of Begin, End, IL and OL:

**Begin** ⇒ \( \Pi(F_i) \)  \hspace{1cm}  (1)  \hspace{1cm} **OL** ⇒ (\( \Sigma(I_i) \) ⊕ \( \Sigma(F_i) \) ) ⊕ End  \hspace{1cm}  (2)

**End** ⇐ \( \Pi(F_i) \)  \hspace{1cm}  (3)  \hspace{1cm} **OL** ⇒ (\( \Sigma(I_i) + \Pi(F_i) \)) ⊕ End  \hspace{1cm}  (4)

**IL** ⇐ (\( \Sigma(I_i) + \Pi(F_i) \))  \hspace{1cm}  (5)  \hspace{1cm} **OL** ⇒ (\( \Sigma(I_i) + \Sigma(F_i) \)) ⊕ End  \hspace{1cm}  (6)

**OL** ⇒ (\( \Sigma(I_i) \) ⊕ \( \Pi(F_i) \))  \hspace{1cm}  (7)  \hspace{1cm} **IL** ⇐ **Begin** + (\( \Sigma(I_i) + \Sigma(F_i) + \Pi(F_i) \))  \hspace{1cm}  (8)

Where \( F_i \) are forward links within the DB, and \( F_i \) are other forward links.

The above rules are applicable to the various combinations of business rule cases, e.g., for the case of BR11.1 and BR12.1 the applicable formulations are (3) for IL, and (4) for OL, see annex A.

### 2.6 Implementation examples

Simple demonstrations of the above implementation rules are depicted in Figure 1. A probability DSM is presented in Figure 1(a) of a serial case. Its transformation to a DSM net for the logic of BR11.1 and BR12.1 is presented in (b). A short graphical representation form (without IL and OL for each design activity) is depicted in (c). The short form is used in the following examples.

![Figure 1. From a DSM to a DSM net](image)

### 3 Dynamic Implementation Rules

The implementation rules, described in section 2, provide interpretation options of a DSM structure (after reordering) to a process scheme. There are no preferred interpretations; the applicable interpretation depends on the particular business case. In NPD processes, the DSM structure is expected to change according to changes in the product knowledge (activities, and dependency linkages).
3.1 Self-iteration rules

Self-iteration rules apply to the dynamics of the process, i.e., once activity iteration occurs [16]. Applying the rule option do not change the DSM net, but shapes the runtime process.

(IR16): OL and IL options for early or late start of proceeding activity may follow one of the BRs:

(BR16.1) (Late start): IL – Starting the activity execution once all iterations of preceding activities have completed. OL – Sending forward signal only once the activity has completed all its iterations.

(BR16.2) (Early start): IL – Starting execution once each preceding activity have completed at least once. OL – Sending forward signal once the activity has completed its first execution; sending a signal to End activity can be done only once all iterations have completed (IR9).

3.1 Process scheme changes

Ad-hoc changes of a process scheme do not necessarily follow any pattern. Their implementation is left to the user that should take care to keep process correctness. Various tools (e.g., “Woflan” system [19]) may help checking the proposed change. A change that cannot be implemented (violating correctness requirements) should be notified to the user. The current work is focuses on the more structured changes resulting from product knowledge changes via DSM interpretations. Scheme change types can be classified as follows:

1. Add activity. Using IR2 and IR3, any added activity should have at least an input forward link and an output forward link to other activities.

2. Adding forward links may reduce parallelism (if activities were previously not linked). Such addition can immediately be implemented, with no special process logic issues involved.

3. Adding / removing feedback links may have implications to the definition of Design Blocks (DBs). If the addition is within a defined DB, there will be no out of block process impact. There might be issues related to the internal planning of the block when it is considered as a process.

4. Removing a forward link (from OL of the design activity to IL of another design activity) requires special treatment. If both the source activity and the target activity have additional outgoing / incoming forward link, respectively, the link could be removed immediately. If it is the only outgoing forward link, it should be replaced with forward link to the End activity. If it is the only incoming forward link, it should be replaced by a link from Begin activity.

5. Removing activity. Removal of an activity is a complex task, as the removal should not impair the process correctness. Process status check is required according to the implemented process logic. Removal of an activity would mean in general removal of its links. The removal of activity A, in Figure 2 can be done by replacing it with a dummy activity (zero duration, i.e., short-circuiting the IL and OL of A). In the case of one incoming forward link to the IL of A (e.g. from OL of activity B), the replacement by dummy operation is equivalent to replacing all the links from OL of A by links from the OL of B, see Figure 2(a). The same logic may apply if there is only one outgoing forward link from OL of A to IL of activity C, figure 2(b).

However, the major problem is when there are multiple incoming forward links and outgoing forward links. In this case, replacement by dummy is the only possibility, Figure 2(c). Therefore, replacement by dummy is the option being implemented always.

Note: if there is a self-iteration link of the dummy activity (OL to IL of A), it should be removed (avoiding infinite loops of process with zero duration that consume computing resources).
3.2 Process status considerations

The implementation of changes is dependent on the process status. If the required change has no immediate effect at run time on the process, it could be implemented immediately; otherwise, it might be postponed. Typically, adding process activities and forward links have no restrictions.

Considering the scheme changes types:

1. An activity that can be activated (having its information prerequisites fulfilled) can immediately start (and might cause iterations of other activities). Application of rules BR11.1 or BR11.2 would have different impact. According to BR11.2, the additional design activity may start if any of its previous activities had completed at least one execution (though it might be executing now), while BR11.2 will postpone the activation.

2. When a forward link to an already active activity is added, the change impact depends on the applicable business rule (e.g., BR13.1 will merge to current execution, and BR13.2 will start next iteration). If the target activity accepts such input, it would affect the activity duration; otherwise, the information (through the link) would contribute to the initiation of the next iteration.

3. Addition or removal of feedback links (after reordering) may define changes in DBs. The implementation of such changes can be done immediately if the block is inactive (i.e., no activity in the DB is active). If the DB is active, the implementation depends on additional BRs (following).

4. Removal of a forward link depends on the status of its source activity. If the source activity (or an iteration of the activity) is active, the link might be removed only after the completion of the activity, and activation of next activity (the link target). It should be noted that the operation time of a link is zero; therefore, the order of performing process updates is important. First, the source activity should complete; then the target activity should get the signal; finally, the link could be removed.

5. Removal of a link when the source is inactive requires complying with IR 2 and IR 3, i.e., a single link from the design activity to an OL logic activity or from IL logic activity to a design activity cannot be removed. A link from OL logic activity to another IL logic activity can be removed if it is not a single forward link. If it is a single forward link, it must be replaced. If it is a single forward input link to IL, it should be replaced by a link from Begin activity (IR 6). If it is a single out link from OL is should be replaced by link to the End activity (IR 7).

6. Removal of an activity that has never been performed could be done immediately (i.e., replacing it by a dummy activity). Removal of a design activity that is currently performing is postponed until the activity has completed. However, as completion depends on activity duration, the duration may change.

In a similar manner to duration increase, BRs should define whether duration should decrease; thus, the activity terminates immediately (on t+1), or the activity should complete to get some meaningful results, and then be removed.

The following rule indicates the options of defining the duration of a removed activity.

(IR17): Duration of removed design activity:

(BR17.1) (As soon as possible): Activity duration is reduced to be its current duration.

(BR17.2) (Minimal duration value): Activity duration is set to be the maximum of either minimal duration or current duration.

The implementation of scheme changes may cause activity iterations even if the planning does not indicate so: for example, the DSM in Figure 3(a), whose short form process plan is in (b) (repeating Figure 1(a) and (c) respectively). At a certain time, it was realized that activity C needs input from B and activity D needs input from C, see the DSM and process plan in Figure 3(c) and (d), respectively. If this additional knowledge is obtained before executing C and D, then there is a direct shift from the plan in (b) to the plan in (d).

However, if the additional knowledge and plan update are done after D has started, and if activity A has a long duration (e.g., \(D(A) > D(B) + D(D)\)), as schematically depicted in Figure 3(e) (such that the rectangle length indicates relative time), then activity D should start after C and therefore should iterate as shown in Figure 3(f).

Note that activity E needs to wait until the second execution of activity D (indicated as \(D_2\)). However according to the process plan it should just wait for the completion of C and D. Actually, the presented (parallel) run time process could be described as if the order of activities was \((ABDCE)\); hence, the
additional link (from $C$ to $D$) was equivalent to a feedback link. In a similar manner, if $D(B) > D(A) + D(C)$, then an iteration of $C$ would be required, since $C$ would have completed before $B$.

The above example demonstrates the importance of the distinction made between the $C$-process, and the RT-process. This separation is essential for modeling the process scheme dynamics. The RT-process model keeps the interim process information, while the $C$-process plan is dynamically changing.

---

**Figure 3. Scheme changes lead to iterations**

Link changes either addition/deletion or change in a value in the DSM may cause different ordering and different allocation to DBs. Implementation of changes in DB content, are subject to BRs. A business rule should indicate if the change should be done as soon as possible (immediately), or the DB has to complete at least one design cycle (resembles the minimum duration option), or wait until the DB completes the current cycle. The latter option is less agile and less responsive to changes, but more robust and may decrease the overall number of iterations.

**(IR18):** Changes in design block content:

- **(BR18.1) (As soon as possible):** Change parallel completion constraints immediately.
- **(BR18.2) (One cycle completion):** All design activities in design block should have completed at least once.
- **(BR18.3) (Current cycle completion):** All parallel activities in design block should complete the current cycle.

The business rule BR18.2 (one cycle completion) is actually a combination of the other two rules. Using a counter of DB executions, it is equivalent to BR18.3 at the first execution and to BR18.1 in all subsequent iterations.

### 3.3 Business cases

Generating business cases can follow distinct rules. The following rule options were considered:

- Implementation of learning curve with learning ratio of $LR = 0.5$ (the ratio of Duration of activity execution $i+1$ to the duration of execution $i$) versus no learning ($LR = 1$);
- Early (BR16.2) or Late (BR16.1) start of activity or DB.
- Merger to executing activity (BR13.1), or starting a new iteration (BR13.2).
- Exit option (jumping to the end activity) on second iteration (BR12.2 or BR15.2), or not (BR12.1 or BR15.1, respectively).
- DB change implementation: ASAP (BR18.1), at least one execution (BR18.2), or by the end of current DB iteration (BR18.3).

### 3.4 Applying Business Rules combinations at run time

The implication of a BR on the process performance (duration and required resources) is dependent on the actual duration of the activities. The following simple examples demonstrate the various

---

1 Reminder, the business rules of IR15 apply to coupled activities, while IR12 applies to serial activities.
possibilities, having two activities with a serial link from A to B with self-iterations of A. Activity A executes twice, activity B executes twice at most. The DSM of the process is depicted in Figure 4(a).

![DSM Diagram](image)

Figure 4. RT processes of various Business Rules

The run time processes are illustrated in Figure 4. The process total duration $T$, the required resources $R$, and reference to process figure are indicated in Table 1. The cases represent shortest path options, subject to iteration of A. The durations are represented in some time units, and resources consumption is assumed to be one resource per activity per time unit. The shortest path (Be-A-B-En) without iterations has duration and resources of 50 units.

The combinations of the following rules are demonstrated for two activity duration settings: first $D(A)=40$, $D(B)=10$; and second $D(A)=10$, $D(B)=40$:

- Implementation of learning curve with learning ratio of $LR=0.5$ (the ratio of Duration of activity execution $i+1$ to the duration of execution $i$) versus no learning ($LR = 1$);
- Early start (BR16.1) versus Late start (BR16.2);
- Merger to executing activity (BR13.1) versus initiating a New iteration (BR13.2); and
- Exit option of second iteration (BR12.2) versus continuing by enforcing iteration of the next serial activity (BR12.1).

Notes: The options Merger / New iteration are inapplicable (N/A) for the case $D(A)=3\cdot D(B)$, and for Late start (i.e., such decision does not occur). The Exit / Continue options are inapplicable in the case of Late start. Furthermore, there might be either Merger or Exit, but not both. Therefore, out of the 32 potential combinations there are actually only 14 cases, described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$D(A1)$</th>
<th>$D(B1)$</th>
<th>$D(A2)$</th>
<th>$D(B2)$</th>
<th>$LR$</th>
<th>Early / Late</th>
<th>Merge / New</th>
<th>Exit / Cont.</th>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>Ref RT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Exit</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Including a learning process decreases the impact of iterations on the overall process performance. Yet, the performance is more affected by the other rules and the relative duration of the activities. Late start serializes the execution of iterations (for this simple case); thus, makes total process duration equivalent to the resource, i.e., there is one active resource at a time.
The implications of using Early start are dependent on the other rules used. It can contribute to shortening the process when early termination options such as Exit or Merge are applicable. Enforcement of continuing with iteration of next serial activity always result with additional resources (in comparison to late start), and might result with larger process duration (cases 8 and 12 in Table 1). Yet, enforcing serial activities might be required for quality (e.g., if the B was a testing activity). The Merge and the Exit options were both applicable only with Early start since there were no feedback links. These options can contribute to shortening the process time. In this simple example, they yielded the same results.

3.5 Applying Business Rules combinations for DB at run time
A probability DSM with iteration is depicted in Figure 5(a). The DSM is reordered in (b) and presented as DB implementation at (c), where activities (A,C,E) are presented as (ACE) design block. The assignment of the reordered DSM into the DB form depends on the algorithm used for identifying design blocks. The self-iteration probability of the design block is calculated according to the following equation (1) in [6].

\[ P_d = 1 - \Pi (1-P_i) \]  

For the current example, the self-iteration probability is \( P_d = 1 - (1-0.1)^4 = 0.344 \)

![Figure 5. DSM-based reordering and its conversion to a DB implementation](image)

Using the implementation rules (IR1 to IR10), we can obtain the DSM net in Figure 6(a), from the DSM in 5(c), by adding the Begin and End activities, adding IL and OL activities, and adding additional DBIL and DBOL activities with a feedback (iteration) link from DBOL to DBIL. A short form description is used in Figure 6(b). The RT-process with a DB iteration is depicted in (c).

![Figure 6. DSM net (C-process) and RT-process](image)

The product knowledge may change during the development, e.g., linkages were identified between C and D, and also between D and C, as depicted in Figure 7(a). The DSM may be reordered to the DSM in (b) according to the procedure developed in [4] or to the DSM in (c) using the optimization sequencing in [9]. The reordering in (b) indicates one DB (ADCE) with an internal loop (DC). The reordering in (c) indicates two DB's (DC) and (AE) with a feedback link between them. The
probabilities for the DB's in both cases are calculated according to Equation (1). The conversion of each option to a DSM net follows the example above.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{A} & \text{B} & \text{C} & \text{D} & \text{E} \\
\hline
\text{A} & 0 & 0.1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{B} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0.2 & 0.3 \\
\text{C} & 0.1 & 0.2 & 0 & 0 & 0.1 \\
\text{D} & 0.2 & 0.1 & 0 & 0 & 0.2 \\
\text{E} & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.3 & 0.1 & 0.1 \\
\end{array}
\]

(a) Product knowledge change (b) Procedure reordering (c) Ordering by optimization

Figure 7. DSM-based restructuring in case of DB

The implementation of the DSM in Figure 7(c) into a DSM net is presented in Figure 8. The assignment of the design activities into DB's is presented in Figure 8(a). The two DB's are coupled (i.e., could be implemented as one DB). The implementation of activities within a DB is done according to IR14. In this case, the rule is applied three times, one for the activities within (DC), once for the activities in (AE), and once for the relation between (DC) and (AE). If in all three case BR14.2 (parallel) was applied with BR15.1 (equation (6), see annex A); then the resulting DSM net is depicted in Figure 8(b).

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{B} & \text{DC} & \text{AE} \\
\hline
\text{D} & 0.2 & 0.44 & 0.1 \\
\text{AE} & 0.19 & 0.19 & \\
\end{array}
\]

(a) DB implementation (b) DSM net (parallel implementation)

Figure 8. From a DSM with DB to a DSM net

For demonstrating a dynamic change in the process scheme (C-process) due to product knowledge, we shall define the following use case:

- The additional knowledge was obtained during the first execution of the (ACE) DB (Figure 6(c))
- We use the implementation depicted in Figure 8(b).

The implementation of the change can be done according to BR18.1 (ASAP), BR18.2 or BR18.3. As previously indicated, in this case, BR18.2 is equivalent to BR18.3. The RT-process at the time of the change is depicted in Figure 9(a). Implementation of the revised process plan according to BR 18.2 (or BR 18.3) is depicted in (b). After the completion of (ACE) on an additional iteration, activity C is part of (DC) and after both design blocks have completed the process reaches the End activity. Note that the additional iteration is not necessary as all activities have completed at least once.

The more interesting case is the implementation according to BR18.1 that is depicted in (c). In the latter case, activity C starts as part of design block (ACE) but completes as part of design block (DB), while activities A and E complete as part of (AE). Again additional iteration of each DB was added (though it is not necessary for completing the process). Note that in the case of applying BR18.1 activity D is executed three times.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{B} & \text{DC} & \text{AE} \\
\hline
\text{B} & & \\
\text{C} & & \\
\text{D} & & \\
\text{E} & & \\
\text{F} & & \\
\end{array}
\]

(a) RT-process at the time of the process change (b) RT-process with changes according to BR 18.2/BR 18.3 (c) RT-process with changes according to BR 18.1

Figure 9. DB changes at run time
4. Discussion and conclusions

The design activities order of a new product is not predefined, and the product knowledge used for ordering these activities keeps changing during the development process. The DSM-based planning method has non-unique results in implementing the plan into process logic. The problem of interpreting the process logic exacerbates when the process plan is changing dynamically. Implementation Rules and the implementation options defined as Business Rules were defined in [6] for static process scheme case, and enhanced in the current article to the cases of dynamic changes of the process plan. In order to apply process changes dynamically, the process should confirm with correctness criteria. It was proved in [4] that using design block implementation (either serial, parallel, or combinations) with the defined Implementation Rules (and the BR options) keep the correctness properties through a build process. Simulation techniques are required for analyzing process objectives, regarding time, cost, rework effort [12], risk propagation [20], uncertainty and learning [21]. DSM-based simulations using the IR can be used for evaluating the process parameters.

Annex A

The relations between Implementation Rules, Business Rules, and the formulation of Input and Output Logic, are shown in Figure 10

![Figure 10. Business Rules and the applicable logic formulation [6]](image)
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